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meTAL dISPLAyS
Heavy duty, solid and built to last, metal sleds will support all of your heavy boxes, RPC’s wooden 
crates or specialty trays. They are easy to maneuver but lock to stay in place. Different sizes and 
accessories are available. Multi-level displays create a bold presentation by making the most of 
your space. Easy to load and unload using RPC’s, boxed product or utilize our shelf organizers or 
trays to create a more upscale look.
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meTAL dISPLAyS
3SPD
3 Shelf Farm Stand display

This versatile display is great for merchandising with boxes, RPC’s or 
choose to add some of our shelf trays for an enhanced presentation. 
The two upper shelves are adjustable (up and down) and can be set in 
a flat or angled position. The bottom shelf can be laid flat to hold a high 
volume of product or angled for a full look with minimal produce. The 
mobile display comes with casters that can be locked to hold it in place. 
Place this display against a wall or use the two sided version to create 
an island. The optional Wood Canopy, Wood Shelf Fronts and Wood 
Framed Price Tracking add a Touch of Class to any department.

Available Options

Wood Canopy

Wood Framed Sign Kit

Standard Black Price Tracking

RPC’s and Trays

3SPD-48-2 + 
3SPD-48-CANOPY2
2 sided with canopy
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3SPD-48
3 Shelf Farm Stand display Single Sided

3SPD-48-2
3 Shelf Farm Stand display double Sided

3SPD-48-CANOPY
3 Shelf Farm Stand display Single canopy

3SPD-48-CANOPY2
3 Shelf Farm Stand display double canopy
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meTAL dISPLAyS
OPTION 1
display only + optional rPcs + Trays

OPTION 2
display + Price Signs + optional rPcs + Trays

OPTION 3
display + Signs + endcap + canopy +  
optional rPcs+Trays

3SPD-eND
5 Stepped 
endcap display 
with canopy

PTHW-48  |  PTHW-1618
3 Shelf Farm Stand display 
Price Signs

PTHW-48

PTHW-1618
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Fit two potato carts side by side.

3SWS-PC
optional Potato cart

Metal 3 shelf 
produce display 
with storage.

3SE
3 Shelf metal endcap

3SWS
3 Shelf metal display with Storage
Metal 3 shelf 
produce display 
with storage.

metal display with Storage

Fit two potato carts side by side.

3 Shelf metal endcap

3 shelf metal endcap

potato cart

expandable length by adding additional metal displays

gondola based system

additional storage inside shelf (see picture below)
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meTAL dISPLAyS

dISPLAy WITH oPTIoNAL
bANANA TrAyS + rPcS

dISPLAy WITH 
oPTIoNAL PoTATo SHeLF

METTBl-001
Three Shelf mobile Sled

EU19
Three Shelf euro Style merchandiser

This Mobile Display Sled can accommodate boxes, RPC’s or shelf trays and can be used virtually anywhere in the store. The two upper 
shelves are adjustable and can be set in a flat or angled position. The bottom shelf can be laid flat to hold a high volume of product or 
angled for an enhanced presentation. Optional Steel Bottom Shelf Insert is great for bagged potatoes or onions. The mobile display comes 
with casters that can be locked to hold it in place. Place this display against a wall or use several back to back to create an island.

Great one-sided display for up against gondola or wall, 
3 tiers to maximize space, adjustable top shelf for 
merchandising flexibility. Shown here with optional bumpers.
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METTBl-124H
Four Shelf mobile display

METTBl-124
Three Shelf mobile display

Small Mobile Displays can accommodate boxes or RPC’s. The shelves are adjustable (up and 
down). The mobile display comes with casters that can be locked to hold it in place. Great 
for spot displays at the check stand or store entrance. RPC’s sold separately. For a complete 
display use with the Mobile Display Scale Holder (METTBl-SCH), the Mobile Display Bag Holder 
(METTBl-BGH) and add a sign kit. 

METTBl-BGH
mobile display double bag Holder
Attaches to our Mobile Displays and puts 
the produce bags within easy reach for 
the customer. Use with 2 rolls of bags 
for heavy traffic and high volume sales 
or one roll of bags and one roll of paper 
towels for easy clean ups. Comes with all 
mounting hardware.

METTBl-SCH
mobile display Scale Holder
Attaches to our Mobile Displays and 
puts the scale within easy reach for 
the customer. Comes equipped with all 
mounting hardware. Scale sold separately.

meTTBL-224H
Four Shelf mobile display

meTTBL-224
Three Shelf mobile display

mobILe meTAL dISPLAyS



Heavy duty steel sled display. 
Mobile and easy to maneuver. 
locking casters on front with 3 
adjustable product stops. Use 
with cardboard boxes, plastic 
RPC’s or wooden crates.
Accessories
MSSH  
MSS-6  
MS104-SCl  
MS104-SCR  
MSBH

MS104
metal Sled 3 or 4 box capacity

CU105
combo display
Solid metal frame 
construction with 
casters. Great to sell 
different items all in 
one compact and 
well designed display. 
Great near the register 
to increase product 
visibility and sales.
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CU100
Produce Floral display
Versatile display for stores wanting 
to introduce fresh products to their 
customers. 4 different sides serving 
different purposes. 
• Produce	shelves	great	for	use	with	

RPC’s.
• Floral	side	with	hoops	for	buckets	

and steps below for potted plants
• Banana	display	with	fabric	tiers	

that contour to the bananas 
minimizing bruising and extending 
shelf life. Cart below holds 2 cases 
of back stock for easy refilling.

• Shallow	shelves	on	fourth	
side provide space for cross 
merchandising items.

mS-104  |  oPTIoNS

mSbH  
bAG HoLder

mS104-ScL  
SIde cover LeFT

mSSH  
SIGN HoLder
mSS-6  
6 TrAcK 
HANGING SIGN

mS104-Scr  
SIde cover rIGHT

meTAL dISPLAyS
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FDM203
buckets metal display
Wow your department with this brand new sturdy metal frame 
display with wood siding. Black finish powder coated frame. 
Holds seven galvanized or plastic buckets. Front display has 
heavy duty casters. Bucket insert dummy available. 

METTBl-248H
contemporary Four Shelves metal display
Great for merchandising on aisle. Solid steel construction with 
casters. The shelves are adjustable. Comes with plastic bag 
and sign holder. Shown with optional RPCs and wood sign.

Great display for mix and nuts. Four shelves metal displays all around with wood price sign holders and bumpers. 
Solid metal frame construction. 

METTBl-142
contemporary metal display

Convert into shelf space with ABS sheet
Storage space
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cLeAr FroNT rISerS
Show off the product, not the display! Our clear front risers are great for presenting small to 
medium items in an organized fashion. These risers were designed to create a full display utilizing 
less product. The heavy duty clear front is easily removed for cleaning and product rotation.  
Rounded corners minimize bruising. Most risers are extendable to fit your case and some have 
built-in or optional dividers so you can merchandise more variety in less space.
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PR65
clear Front Produce riser
Ideal for hard to merchandise items like 
green beans, chilies, tomatillos, etc. or 
any other small to medium diameter 
produce. Optional dividers available.
Optional Dividers
PR65DB

PR65l
Low Profile clear Front riser

PR65H
High capacity clear Front riser

This model is ideal for small to medium size 
produce items. May be used with multi-deck 
cases. Works with flat or step racks.
Optional Dividers 
PR65lDB

Designed to fit a variety of rack styles, 
extra height gives you more holding 
power for higher volume departments.
Optional Dividers
PR65HDB

PR65M
Low Profile riser with divider
Same as our PR65l but with a built-in 
center divider. Ideal for small, hard produce 
like green beans, chilies, tomatillos, etc.

PR65MAx
Produce riser
Two compartment produce riser. Slanted inside 
compartment designed for better visibility and 
accessability of produce. Non adjustable.

PR65l-12
Narrow Profile clear Front riser
Similar to PR65l but the width is half 
the size.  

PR65DTS
clear Front Produce riser
A taller and deeper clear front riser. 
Merchandise one to six items. 
Optional clear front 4”[11cm] higher.

PR65P
clear Front Produce riser
An even taller version. For use with cases 
with short mirrors. ³⁄8” clear front plastic 
holds heavy loads in place.

PR65-PV
clear Front Produce riser
A tall and deep clear front riser to give the 
abundance look of produce display with 
smooth transition to the top of the riser.

cLeAr FroNT rISerS



PR65-PA
clear Front Produce riser
Similar to our PR65-P but with a flat tray top. 
Great for produce cases with shorter mirrors.

PR165
bulk bin riser
6 large compartments. Great for wet rack 
or dry table. Use for loose leaf lettuce, baby 
carrots, etc. Can be profiled to fit 1-step 
wire rack. Create from 2 to 6 compartments 
with removable dividers.

PR176
High Profile Two Step organizer
High rise, medium capacity for use in wet 
rack or on dry table for all types of dry bulk 
items. Four compartments with removable 
clear dividers according to need. 
Fits 31”[79cm] and deeper cases.
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PR63
6”[16cm] Flat clear Front riser

Ideal for merchandising small items like 
spring mix and baby carrots. Optional 
dividers available.

PR64
8”[21cm] Flat clear Front riser

Perfect for merchandising cut vegetables 
or loose leaf lettuce. Works well with flat 
racks and multi-deck cases.

MV231
Add-on Shelf for clear Front 
Produce riser
Add extra space where you need it. Designed 
to attach to our PR65l and PR65M. Includes 
dividers to create one foot sections, left and 
right side brackets and an 11”[28cm] shelf.  
Clear front produce risers sold separately.

PR74
Two Step organizer
Designed for use on a dry table or deep 
wet rack to display small or specialty items. 
Can be used as a single item tray. Optional 
dividers allow for 2 to 6 compartments.

PR174x
expandable Two Step organizer
Can be used on dry table or wet rack. 
Merchandise from one to as many as 8 
sections. Expandable to fit your space.

PR274
Tall and deep Two Step organizer
Designed for use on existing flat or euro style 
tables or on spot displays. Extra height and 
depth ideal for larger high volume displays. 
Can be divided up to 6 sections.



rAcK rePLAcemeNT rISerS
No more rusty racks! Save the cost of replacing or re-coating rusted racks with our high strength 
plastic risers which will improve presentation and help reduce inventory. These risers eliminate 
the need for your wire racks in virtually any produce case. Retrofits are available for single and 
multi-deck cases. Several different configurations or custom designs available. Perforated for 
better air flow. Easy to clean and maintain, risers have smooth corners to help minimize bruising. 
2’ and 4’ sections make them more cost effective. Made from durable ABS plastic. 
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Pr1802
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Pr1806

Pr1803Pr1808

Pr1891Pr1802 + Pr1802T



PR1800E

PR1800E2
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PR1800
Three Step High Profile riser
Gives a full 25”[64cm] lift to your wet rack for a high profile 
presentation. High front edges hold the product in place, 3 steps 
for easy merchandising.

Optional Dividers
PR1800DB
PR1800DC

PR1809
2 Step High Profile riser
Reduce the shrink of ‘slower’ selling items by creating a high profile 
presentation with less product.
Optional Dividers
PR1809DB
PR1809DC

PR1800E  |  PR1800E2
Add-on Step for Pr1800
Creates an even higher profile. For use with short mirrors. 
Optional top can be easily added or removed providing 
merchandising flexibility. Available in 2 sizes.
Available Sizes
PR1800E  24”×9¼”×5” [61×24×13cm]
PR1800E2  24”×14”×7” [61×36×18cm]

PR1806
deep Three Step High Profile riser
Extra long for deep cases-typically used in Deep Tyler Cases. Add 
on step available (PR1800E and PR1800E2). Can be trimmed to 
fit any case from 30” to 37½”[77 to 75cm].
Optional Dividers
PR1806DB 
PR1806DC

PR1802
1 Step High Profile Produce riser
This one step riser will create a high profile presentation and 
allow you to use minimum of product while creating a full display. 
Reduces the shrink of ‘slower’ selling items.
Optional Dividers
PR1802DB  
PR1802DC

PR1802T
Add-on Step for Pr1802
Create a higher profile by adding this step onto the PR1802.

rAcK rePLAcemeNT rISerS

PR1802

PR1802T
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PR105
5 Step Produce riser
High profile and designed to fit most 
cases, great for packaged items like 
berries. Easy to merchandise.

PR21
mushroom Tray
This seven step tray is designed for 
packaged items such as mushrooms.  
Slanted and tiered for a more appealing 
cascading presentation.

PR82
Five Step High Profile riser
Great for use with dry or refrigerated 
tables and end displays. Available with or 
without perforation for additional air flow.

Optional Dividers
PR82DB 
PR82DC

PR84
Slanted High Profile riser
One piece high profile slant riser with 
adjustable rear exterior.

Optional Dividers
PR84DB 
PR84DC

PR891
High Profile modular riser
A full 28”[71cm] High, this four step riser 
gives a massive presentation using minimal 
product. Removable step for larger items.

Optional Dividers
PR891DB 
PR891DC

PR180
Single Step High Profile riser
Can accommodate virtually all produce 
cases. Utilize existing case rack, or can 
be used without racks by being set in the 
bottom of the case.  

Optional Dividers
PR180DB 
PR180DC

PR1808
1 Step High Profile Produce riser
Angled front for medium profile presentation, 
front lip holds product in place. 
Optional Dividers
PR1808DB
PR1808DC

PR1804
melon Step riser
4 step riser designed for melons. 
Stadium style riser is perfect for 
displaying produce in an orderly fashion. 
Also works well with clam shell and 
bagged products.

PR1805
Five Step High Profile riser
Creates an even higher profile in cases  
with short mirrors. Five step riser works 
perfect for merchandising berries.
Optional Dividers
PR1805DB
PR1805DC
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rISerS
If you are looking for a neat and professional presentation, risers will give your 
department an instant lift and create the cascading effect that attracts customers. long 
lasting high impact materials create massive looking displays and save unnecessary 
waste by using a minimum of product, reducing your shrink. Rounded corners reduce 
bruising and built in lips contain spillage. Easy to remove and constructed from the 
durable and easy to clean ABS plastic.



PR17Ex PR19M PR77S
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PR15ExT PR15ExBPR15ExB-S
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PR22CN
Small 11.5”[30cm] High convex 
curved Shelf Insert with clear Front
Perfect for bulk items like baby carrots or 
bulk vegetable mixes. Clear front panel 
enhances presentation.

PR23CxS
5”[13cm] High convex curved 
Shelf Insert dummy
Merchandise less product with this insert 
dummy that creates a dramatic curved 
and full looking display.

PR15C
rounded Front Shelf dummy

Sloped design is ideal for most produce. 
Rounded shape gives your presentation 
dimension and saves potential waste and 
shrink.

PR23Cx
8”[21cm] High convex curved 
Shelf Insert dummy
Use less product while providing a unique 
presentation with this rounded front insert 
dummy. 

PR23CNS
5”[13cm] High concave curved 
Shelf Insert dummy
lower profile version of the PR23-CN for use 
on top shelf with mirror limitations.  Dummy 
out your shelf to display minimal product 
while maintaining an abundant look.

PR23CN
8”[21cm] High concave curved 
Shelf Insert dummy
Save potential waste with less product 
displayed while providing a massive 
presentation with this rounded high 
curved shelf insert dummy. 

PR15ExT
expandable Produce dummy
Minimize inventory with 14”-16”[35 to 41cm] 
depth and adjustability for arrangement 
options. Also available PR15ExB with an 
adjustable depth of 11”-14”[28-36cm]. 
Makes massive presentation with angled front 
and level top.

PR15ExB
expandable Produce dummy
For use on smaller shelves. Minimize 
inventory with this adjustable dummy, 
expands from 11”-14” [28-36cm] to make 
a massive presentation with minimum 
inventory.

PR15ExB-S
expandable Produce dummy
A shorter version of the PR15ExB. Used 
to dummy out produce in the wet rack.

rISerS
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PR27
Shelf Insert dummy

Dummy out your shelf to 
display minimal product while 
maintaining an abundant look.

PR17Ex
expandable Produce riser with 
Adjustable Shelves
This expandable produce riser has adjustable 
shelves to fit 12”, 14”, 16” and 18”  
[31, 36, 41 and 46cm] shelves. Flexibility 
allows you to adjust to level of product that 
you wish to display.

PR93
Long one Step riser

1 step riser with lip improves presentation 
and reduces inventory perforated for air flow.

Optional Dividers
PR93DB  
PR93DC

PR93S
Short one Step riser

Similar to the PR93 only not as deep. Use 
for product that may be higher volume and 
requires larger presentation space on a one 
step rack or in a multi deck case. 
Optional Dividers
PR93SDB  
PR93SDC

PR4S
4 Step riser

Great presentation for hard to 
merchandise clamshell packages. Gives 
full view of the product. Use on slant 
rack, flat rack or 1-step.  

DTR416
Three Step High Profile riser

Three steps are easy to merchandise. 
Use on one of our many dry tables or in 
your wet rack. Perforations for refrigerated 
cases available upon request.
Optional Dividers
DTR416DB  
DTR416DC

PR70J
High Profile Adjustable riser
Designed for use on existing flat racks. 
Inter-locking sides for stability. Perforated 
for better air flow. Can be used in 
refrigerated case or on a dry table.
Optional Dividers
PR70JDB   
PR70JDC

PR80
Three Step riser
Three steps are easy to merchandise. 
Use on dry table or in your wet rack. 
Perforations for refrigerated cases available 
upon request.
Optional Dividers
PR80DB  
PR80DC

PR280x
Four Step expandable riser
Designed to fit your available space, 4 
steps are perfect for strawberries, or 
other packaged items for an impressive 
presentation.
Optional Dividers
PR280xDB  
PR280xDC
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PR90
High Profile riser

PR90l
Low Profile riser

Bring a high profile presentation to your 
department with a minimum of product 
displayed. Adjustable to fit all cases. 
Rounded corners reduce bruising and 
built in lip. Holds the product in place.
Optional Dividers
PR90DB 
PR90DC

Adjustable extension to fit all cases. 
Great for multi-deck cases and one step 
racks. Includes product stops to prevent 
sliding. Perforated for better air flow.
Optional Dividers
PR90lDB  
PR90lDC

PR90S
High Profile riser with Slots
Same as our PR90 but slotted to accom-
modate dividers in various positions without 
using a clip or bent foot base. Can be used 
with or without dividers.
Optional Dividers
PR90SDA

PR90lS
Low Profile riser with Slots
Same as our PR90l but slotted to 
accommodate dividers in various positions 
without using a clip or bent foot base. Slots 
every 3”[8cm] for merchandising flexibility. 
Can be used with or without dividers.
Optional Dividers
PR9lSDA

PR90x
Low Profile Adjustable riser
Similar to our PR90l but, expandable. 
Ideal for use on dry tables or odd length 
cases. Perforations for refrigerated cases 
available upon request.
Optional Dividers
PR90xDB  
PR90xDC

PR60
one Step converter riser

Increases the height of a single step wire 
rack with a tall angled front and flat top. 
Can accommodate a variety of stepped 
racks. Extendable top to close any gaps 
and perforated for better air flow.
Optional Dividers
PR60DB  
PR60DC

PR60l
one Step converter riser 
Low Profile
Increases the height of a single step 
wire rack for a massive presentation with 
a tall angled front and level top. Can 
accommodate a variety of step heights. 
Extendable top to close any gaps.
Optional Dividers
PR60lDB  
PR60lDC

PR61
Two Step converter riser

Shallow front slant riser. Converts 2 step 
wire to slanted presentation. Extendable 
top slides to fill the gap to the mirror, 
perforated for optimal air circulation.
Optional Dividers
PR61DB  
PR61DC

PR90J
Low Profile riser
Brings a lower profile presentation 
than the PR90 to your department.  
Perforated for proper air flow in your 
case. Rounded corners reduce bruising 
and built in lip contains spillage.
Optional Dividers
PR90JDB  
PR90JDC

rISerS
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PR24
expandable Produce riser
Short wedge risers improves presentation. Perforated for air flow and 
expandable to fit your case.

PR51
expandable Produce Tray
Riser with slotted holes for air flow. Expandable to fit your case.

PR163
Herb/Asparagus riser

Stair step design enhances presentation of fresh herbs or asparagus. 
Fits flat, slant or 1-step wire rack. Holds water to keep products 
fresher (includes removable drain plugs).

PRS10
48”[122cm] Adjustable Gourmet organizer

Sloped design and four compartments are perfect for loose leaf lettuces 
and other light bulk items. Good for flat rack and short 1-step rack.

PR20-3  |  PR20-6
Three or Six compartments Produce Tray
Three or six compartments tray for for wet 
or dry produce. The rear compartment is 
adjustable to fit your space.

Available Sizes
PR20-3     3 COMPARTMENTS
PR20-6     6 COMPARTMENTS

Three or six compartments tray for for wet 
or dry produce. The rear compartment is 
adjustable to fit your space.

PR20-3     3 COMPARTMENTS
PR20-6     6 COMPARTMENTS
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SHeLF mANAGemeNT
In this section you will find great new ways to organize and create a unique upscale look with 
produce. Many styles can be used on Multi-deck case shelves or dry tables. Constructed from 
high density ABS plastic that is durable, long lasting and easy to clean. Many models are 
available with pricing channel attached.
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PR218
Notched curved Shelf organizer
Similar to PR2107. Wider curved top shelf 
divider to display your produce.

Available Sizes     Fits Shelf Size
PR218-11     12”×11”×2½” [31×28×7cm] 8”[21cm]
PR218-15     12”×15”×2½” [31×38×7cm] 12”[31cm]
PR218-17     12”×17”×2½” [31×43×7cm] 14”[36cm]
PR218-19     12”×19”×2½” [31×49×7cm] 16”[41cm]

PR202  |  PR203
round and oval Tray
12”[31cm] round or 15”[38cm] oval trays 
sit atop 2 PR201 half round displays, or use 
by alone to create beautiful displays. 

Available Sizes
PR202 12”[31cm] TRAY (Round)
PR203 15”[38cm] TRAY (Oval)

PR204
round bowl
5”[13cm] deep round bowl will make any 
department look great. Unique design is 
easy to work with. 

PR201
Half round Shelf organizer
24”[61cm] wide half round tray creates 
unique wave look in your department. Adds 
visual dimension. Curved front overhang 
shelf 3”[8cm]. 

Optional Dividers
PR201DB

PR205
curved Front Shelf organizer
Round front tray sits on shelf and improves 
presentation.

2x PR201 + 
1x PR202 or 1x PR203 

PR212  |  PR216
Notched curved Front Shelf organizer
Molded notch locks onto shelf lip for stability. 
Curved front overhangs on shelf to draw 
attention to produce. 3”[8cm] overhang.

Available Sizes Fits Shelf Size
PR212-11     12”×11”×2½” [31×28×7cm] 8”[21cm]
PR212-15     12”×15”×2½” [31×38×7cm] 12”[31cm]
PR212-17     12”×17”×2½” [31×43×7cm] 14”[36cm]
PR212-19     12”×19”×2½” [31×49×7cm] 16”[41cm]
PR216-11     16”×11”×2½” [41×28×7cm] 8”[21cm]
PR216-15     16”×15”×2½” [41×38×7cm] 12”[31cm]
PR216-17     16”×17”×2½” [41×43×7cm] 14”[36cm]
PR216-19     16”×19”×2½” [41×49×7cm] 16”[41cm]
PR216-21     16”×22”×2½” [41×56×7cm] 19”[49cm]

Optional pricing rail
attached to front.

PR212

PR216

PR217
Notched curved Shelf organizer
Similar to PR212. Curved top shelf to add an 
interesting twist to the produce presentation.

Available Sizes     Fits Shelf Size
PR217-11     12”×11”×2½” [31×28×7cm] 8”[21cm]
PR217-15     12”×15”×2½” [31×38×7cm] 12”[31cm]
PR217-17     12”×17”×2½” [31×43×7cm] 14”[36cm]
PR217-19     12”×19”×2½” [31×49×7cm] 16”[41cm]
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PR77C
curved Front Stepped Shelf 
organizer
Similar to our PR76C but, with a built 
in step to reduce inventory and elevate 
product. Hangs over the front of the shelf. 
Removable center divider.
Available Sizes
PR77C-11 24”×11”×4½” [61×28×12cm]
PR77C-14 24”×14”×4½” [61×36×12cm]
PR77C-16 24”×16”×4½” [61×41×12cm]
PR77C-18 24”×18”×4½” [61×46×12cm]

PR76C
curved Front Shelf organizer

Creates a unique serpentine look that 
is visually stimulating for Multi-deck 
cases. Hangs over the front of the shelf. 
Removable center divider included.
Available Sizes
PR76C-11 24”×11”×4” [61×28×10cm]
PR76C-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
PR76C-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]
PR76C-18 24”×18”×4” [61×46×10cm]

PR72C
curved Front Shelf organizer 
with Step
The elegantly curved front shelf organizer 
has a step which will create a full 
presentation with a minimum of product. 
Easy to merchandise.

PR19C
curved Shelf organizer with 
removable clear Front
Gracefully curved with removable clear front-
allowing enhanced presentation of product 
and ease of cleaning and rotation.

PR214
reversible Plastic Tray

Manage your inventory with this reversible 
plastic tray, 2”[5cm] deep on one side – only 
1”[3cm] deep on the other side. Durable one 
piece molded construction. Available with 
drain holes for use with wet products.

PR220
12”[31cm] curved Front Shelf 
organizer
12”[31cm] wide shelf organizer will 
give a unique “serpentine“ look to your 
shelves. The Clear front shows the 
product and is removable for cleaning.
Available Sizes
PR220-11 12”×11½”×3” [31×30×8cm]
PR220-14 12”×14½”×3” [31×37×8cm]
PR220-16 12”×16½”×3” [31×42×8cm]

PR170-14
24”[61cm] Wide Asparagus 
Shelf Tray
This three compartment tray is designed 
to arrange asparagus in a way that will 
maintain its freshness and showcase the 
product in an attractive way. Sloped for 
an elegant cascade effect.

PR166
melon & banana Top Shelf riser

A unique merchandising tool where 
space is at a premium. Contoured steps 
help prevent bruising and accommodate 
a variety of round fruit and melons. 
Available in different colors.
Available Sizes
PR166-14  24”×14”×6¼” [61×36×16cm]
PR166-16  24”×16”×6¼” [61×41×16cm]
PR166-18  24”×18”×6¼” [61×46×16cm]

PR169
Herb Tray

Designed to hold water to keep herbs 
fresher, longer-tiered for a more appealing 
presentation. 
Available Sizes
PR169-11  24”×11”×6½” [61×28×17cm]
PR169-14  24”×14”×6½” [61×36×17cm]
PR169-16  24”×16”×6½” [61×41×17cm]
PR169-18  24”×18”×6½” [61×46×17cm]

SHeLF mANAGemeNT
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PR19M3
clear Front Shelf organizer  
with Lid and Permanent divider
Similar to PR19M with three 
compartments accomodating more items 
for a more versatile display. Shown here 
with optional lid.

PR19M-lID
clear Front Shelf organizer  
with Lid and Permanent divider
Just like the PR19M with the additional lid to 
keep the produce fresh.

PR19M
clear Front Shelf organizer 
with Permanent divider
Dual clear front shelf organizer is great for 
loose produce items such as cut vegetables 
or loose leaf lettuce. Clear front panels for 
enhanced presentation. Additional lid can be 
added to keep the produce fresh.

PR77lS
Small Shelf Step organizer

PR77S-12
Small Shelf organizer with 
Shallow Step

Similar to the PR77S but, with a lower profile. 
Rear step allows for a tiered presentation and 
minimized inventory, great for small gourmet 
items.
Available Sizes
PR77lS-11 24”×11”×4” [61×28×10cm]
PR77lS-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
PR77lS-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]
PR77lS-18 24”×18”×4” [61×28×10cm]

Similar to PR77S, this one is half the width 
size. Fits great for smaller or tighter space 
display.

PR77S
Small Shelf organizer with 
Shallow Step
Similar to our PR72S only shorter in the back. 
Allows for a stepped presentation. Almost 
looks invisible when filled. Makes a more 
attractive presentation when compared to 
individual trays or baskets.
Available Sizes
PR77S-11  24”×11”×6” [61×28×16cm]
PR77S-14  24”×14”×6” [61×36×16cm]
PR77S-16  24”×16”×6” [61×41×16cm]
PR77S-18  24”×18”×6” [61×46×16cm]

PR72S
Small Shelf Step organizer

For stepped or tiered presentation. 
24”[61cm] width is more stable than 
12”[31cm] trays or baskets. Shows the 
product not the display.  Built in dummy 
helps to minimize product on display.
Available Sizes
PR72S-11 24”×11”×8” [61×28×21cm]
PR72S-14 24”×14”×8” [61×36×21cm]
PR72S-16 24”×16”×8” [61×41×21cm]
PR72S-18 24”×18”×8” [61×46×21cm]

Optional lid
PR72S-lID

PR71S
Small Shelf organizer with 
clear Front
Ideal for a smaller specialty section. Can 
be partitioned in two with its removable 
divider, virtually any product can be 
merchandised in this organizer.
Available Sizes
PR71S-11  24”×11”×7½” [61×28×19cm]
PR71S-14  24”×14”×7½” [61×36×19cm]
PR71S-16  24”×16”×7½” [61×41×19cm]
PR71S-18  24”×18”×7½” [61×46×19cm]

PR74S
4 compartment Shelf organizer

4 compartments are an excellent way to 
display small quantities and organize gourmet 
items in a professional looking manner. 
Dividers are removable.
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PR75W
Shelf organizer w/Low clear Front
Similar to PR75S, this riser has an extra 
step on the front to raise the product. 
Can be converted from 4 compartments 
into 2 with removable dividers.
Available Sizes
PR75W-11 48”×11”×7½” [122×28×19cm]
PR75W-14 48”×14”×7½” [122×36×19cm]
PR75W-16 48”×16”×7½” [122×41×19cm]
PR75W-18 48”×18”×7½” [122×46×19cm]

PR173
Small 6 Slot Shelf organizer

PR179
clear Front 11 Slot Shelf organizer

PR75S
Shelf organizer w/Low clear Front

Tray designed for selling your packaged 
herbs. Stack them up neatly in a row and 
show your variety of herbs with each slot.

Herbal tray with clear front for better 
product visibility. The tray contains 11 
slots. Sturdy tray design.

Double wide version of our PR71S with clear 
front. Ideal for a smaller specialty section. 
Can be partitioned from 2 to 4 compartments. 
Virtually any product can be merchandised in 
this organizer.
Available Sizes
PR75S-11 48”×11”×7½” [122×28×19cm]
PR75S-14 48”×14”×7½” [122×36×19cm]
PR75S-16 48”×16”×7½” [122×41×19cm]
PR75S-18 48”×18”×7½” [122×46×19cm]

PR73
Two Step Shelf organizer

PR79D
Shallow Low Profile Shelf organizer

This two step shelf organizer with removable 
center divider allows you to display a duo of 
items in an organized fashion. Second step 
adds dimension to your low profile display.

6”[16cm] tall with a 2”[2cm] inside height. 
Designed for Multi-deck cases, 2 removable 
dividers for extra merchandising flexibility. 
48”[122cm] design eliminates the need for 
keeping small trays in place all the time.
Available Sizes
PR79D-11 48”×11”×6” [122×28×16cm]
PR79D-14 48”×14”×6” [122×36×16cm]
PR79D-16 48”×16”×6” [122×41×16cm]
PR79D-18 48”×18”×6” [122×46×16cm]

PR79C
Low Profile Shelf organizer
Similar to the PR79A and B but, 6”[16cm] 
tall with a 3”[8cm] interior height, 2 
removable dividers for added flexibility. 
48”[122cm] wide design eliminates the need 
for keeping small trays in place all the time.
Available Sizes
PR79C-11  48”×11”×6” [122×28×16cm]
PR79C-14  48”×14”×6” [122×36×16cm]
PR79C-16  48”×16”×6” [122×41×16cm]
PR79C-18  48”×18”×6” [122×46×16cm]

PR79B
Shallow Produce Shelf organizer
Similar to the PR79A but, more shallow, 
organizes small specialty items, 2 removable 
dividers for extra merchandising flexibility.  
4”[10cm] inside depth.
Available Sizes
PR79B-11  48”×11”×7” [122×28×18cm]
PR79B-14  48”×14”×7” [122×36×18cm
PR79B-16  48”×16”×7” [122×41×18cm]
PR79B-18  48”×18”×7” [122×46×18cm]

PR79A
Produce Shelf organizer
Designed for Multi-deck produce cases to 
organize small specialty items, 2 removable 
dividers for extra merchandising flexibility. 
Eliminates the need for high maintenance 
trays. Inside depth 5”[13cm].
Available Sizes
PR79A-11  48”×11”×7” [122×28×18cm]
PR79A-14  48”×14”×7” [122×36×18cm]
PR79A-16  48”×16”×7” [122×41×18cm]
PR79A-18  48”×18”×7” [122×46×18cm]

SHeLF mANAGemeNT



PT19

PT3010

PT18

WD100 
Scroll Steel case divider
Scroll design adds upscale look to your 
department, use in produce, deli or dairy 
cases. Powder coated steel. Available in 
green and black. Specify Case Manufacturer 
and Model Number when ordering. 

PFS2432
Adjustable Shelf
Easy to install adjustable 
shelf giving you the 
flexibility of adjusting 
the angle in which you 
would like to display your 
product. Perforated grid 
metal designed.

1STEPRACK
1 Step Produce rack
Basic flat rack for produce wet case made 
from black powder coated aluminum 
that will not rust. Adjustable from 24” to 
36” [61 to 92cm] to fit deep cases and 
mounting pins are adjustable. Perforations 
provide maximum air flow.

PT18  |  PT19  |  PT3010
display Trays
Assorted trays, great for merchandising 
asparagus on tables or shelves.
Available Sizes
PT18  18”×17”×2½” [46×43×7cm]
PT19 19”×10”×2½” [49×26×7cm]
PT3010  30”×10”×2½” [77×26×7cm]

PT11D  |  PT18D
display Trays
Durable and easy to use and clean trays. 
Great for organizing the produce.
Available Sizes
PT11D-12 12”×9”×2” [31×23×5cm]
PT11D-14 14”×9”×2” [36×23×5cm]
PT11D-16 16”×9”×2” [41×23×5cm]
PT11D-18 18”×9”×2” [46×23×5cm]
PT18D-12 12”×12”×3” [31×31×8cm]
PT18D-14 14”×12”×3” [36×31×8cm]
PT18D-16 16”×12”×3” [41×31×8cm]
PT18D-18 18”×12”×3” [46×31×8cm]
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uS50 + Pr212 uS50 + Pr77S uS50 + rPc

uS50 + Pr76c uS50 + Pr79d uS50 + Pr166

US50
rPc Shelf

PF175
clear Gondola Shelf Fence

PEGHOOK
Peg Hook

Easy to install, this universal RPC  
shelf will fit virtually any case.   
Open Bottom gives ultimate airflow  
through the product. The universal bracket  
slides back and forth to adjust to the size of your wet rack 
case. Easy to load RPC’s or choose from our many attractive 
Shelf Organizers for a more upscale look.
Available Sizes
US50-16      4’[122cm] Section with 16”[41cm] Shelf Depth

Hold products in place. Pre-drilled with 
screws included to attach to Gondola shelves. 
Available in 24”, 36” and 48” [61, 92  
and 122cm] lengths. Also  
available in custom  
heights.

Great for holding packaged products 
anywhere on the peg board.  
Solid metal construction.
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PDT21l
Narrow Tray with Lid
Our PDT21 bin with a hinged lid which 
keeps your produce fresher longer. Great for 
Mushrooms.  

MP25
clear divided Produce Tray
Similar to our PDT14, comes with 2 removable 
dividers. Ideal for shallow shelves on multi-deck 
cases. Almost invisible-shows the product , not 
the display. Also available in black.

MP24
Shallow Tray with Lid
Our MP25 bin with a hinged lid. Great for 
delicate items that need to be covered. 

PDT14I
Insert dummy for PdT14
Insert dummy for our PDT14. 2”[5cm] 
height gives a full presentation with less 
inventory. Great for small expensive items.
Available Sizes
PDT14I 6½”×10”×2” [17×26×5cm]
PDT142I 6½”×13”×2” [17×33×5cm]

PDT17I
Insert dummy for PdT17
2 Step insert dummy for our PDT17.
Available Sizes
PDT17I-10  12”×10”×2” [31×26×5cm]
PDT17I-13  12”×13”×2” [31×33×5cm]
PDT17I-15  12”×15”×2” [31×38×5cm]
PDT17I-17  12”×17”×2” [31×43×5cm]

PFW
vinyl coated Wire Fencing
Vinyl coating prevents rusting, use on 
wet-rack, dry tables, deli and frozen 
cases. l-shaped with different heights on 
each side. Switch sides to accommodate 
high or low presentations.
Available Sizes
PFW6424-B PFW12830-G
PFW6424-G  PFW12830-W
PFW6424-W 

MP9l
Long display Tray
long and shallow bin is perfect for bulk 
salads or other hard to merchandise items.

PDT20
Wide Shallow Tray
Wide but Shallow tray is great for 
asparagus.  Molded clear to show the 
product, not the display.

PDT21
Narrow display Tray
This bin is great for small items. Use on 
the shelf or in the well of the case.

SHeLF mANAGemeNT

PDT17
clear Produce Tray with divider 
Accommodates multiple dividers to hold more 
items. Can be used with or without our optional 
PDT17I insert dummy. Available in 11”, 14”, 
16” and 18” [28, 36, 41 and 48cm] depth. 
Can be ordered with or without drain holes.
Available Sizes
PDT17-11  24”×11”×3” [61×28×8cm]
PDT17-14  24”×14”×3” [61×36×8cm]
PDT17-16  24”×16”×3” [61×41×8cm]
PDT17-18  24”×18”×3” [61×46×8cm]

PDT18
Four compartment Tray
Clear molded 4 compartment tray. Great 
for dry table or bottom shelf of wet rack. 
Use for bulk specialties like baby carrots, 
broccoli florets, bean sprouts, etc. Also 
available in black.

PDT14
clear divided Produce Tray 
Sturdy clear molded tray comes with 
removable dividers for added merchandising 
flexibility. Ideal for multi-deck produce 
cases with bulk specialties like baby carrots, 
broccoli florets, etc.
Available Sizes
PDT14-11  24”×11”×4” [61×28×10cm]
PDT14-14  24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
PDT14-16  24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]
PDT14-18  24”×18”×4” [61×46×10cm]

Optional Dividers
PDT17DA
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MWDHB-48
(1 Piece)

mWD-48  |  mWDB-48
modular Well display
Seamless addition to our MSD, the MWD sits in the 
well of your produce case and continues organizing 
your produce into an attractive and colorful display. 
Different heights and depths create maximum 
versatility and fit together easily. 

Order in 4’[122cm] Sections: 
MWD-48 5 Pods in a Set 
MWDB-48 Base Well liner

MWDB-48
(1 Piece)

MWD-48
(5 Pieces)

Sample 8’[244cm] Section
mSd Sets Sold in 4’[122cm] Sections

14”[36cm]

16”[41cm]

18”[46cm]

MSDH
modular Honeycomb Shelf display

MSD
modular Half-moon Shelf display

Serving the same purpose as the half-moon shelving system 
these Honeycomb Pod Shelves give you options for the overall 
appearance of your wet-rack. Incremental sizing gives a 
staggered more visually appealing display.  Made of durable 
powder coated steel these pods come with brackets that fit 
right into your existing wet rack, they are easy to install, easy to 
merchandise and will give you the appealing look you desire.

Order in complete 4’ sections:
MSDH-14 (2) 14”[36cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket
MSDH-16 (2) 16”[41cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket
MSDH-16E (1) 16”[41cm] Half-Moon Shelf  + (2) 12”[31cm] Quarter-Moon Shelf
  + (1) Mounting Bracket 
MSDH-18 (2) 18”[46cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket

Create an attractive colorful display with these Modular Pod Shelves. 
Incremental sizing gives a staggered more visually appealing display. 
Made of durable powder coated steel these pods come with brackets 
that fit right into your existing wet rack, they are easy to install, easy 
to merchandise and will give you the appealing look you desire.

Order in complete 4’[122cm] sections:
MSD-14 (2) 14”[36cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket
MSD-16 (2) 16”[41cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket
MSD-16E (1) 16”[41cm] Half-Moon Shelf + (2) 12”[31cm] Quarter-Moon Shelf
  + (1) Mounting Bracket 
MSD-18 (2) 18”[46cm] Half-Moon Shelves + (1) Mounting Bracket

MWDH-48  |  MWDHB-48
modular Honeycomb Well display
These Honeycomb Well Pods Complete the shelving unit 
above to give your wet rack a seamless look. Incremental 
sizing makes a staggered more visually appealing 
display.  Made of durable powder coated steel the base 
unit levels the well of your wet rack make placing the 
honeycomb pods a snap.

Order in 4’[122cm] Sections: 
MWDH-48 5 Pods in a Set
MWDHB-48 Base Well liner

MWDH-48
(5 pieces)

Universal Bracket 
has 2 Positions

Modular Pods Easily Hook onto 
Bracket and Lock into Place
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VWAll
                                vertical merchandising 
The vertical merchandising system creates an eye catching and plentiful appearance allowing 
the customer to experience fresh and abundant produce with minimal product on display.the customer to experience fresh and abundant produce with minimal product on display.

Built-in upright on 
VersaWall

Mounting bracket slides 
onto rail track

Shelf adjustable to 
different heights

Bottom riser adjustable 
to different heights

48”[122cm]

27¾”[71cm]

Adjustable base to vary 
pitch of VersaWall

Extends 24”-60”
[61-153cm]

VW-77lS  
VersaWall 
Straight Tray 
Available Sizes
VW-77lS-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VW-77lS-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]

VW-87C  
VersaWall 
Curved Tray
Available Sizes
VW-87C-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VW-87C-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]

VersaWall Perforated Case Riser
Available Sizes
VW24x24/36 24”×Ext 24” to 36”  
 [61×Ext 61 to 92cm]
VW24x36/48 24”×Ext 36” to 48”  
 [61×Ext 92 to 122cm]
VW24x48/60 24”×Ext 48” to 60”  
 [61×Ext 122 to 153cm] 
BT-48 VersaCrossbar

VW-201  
VersaWall Shelf 
Available Sizes
VW-201-6 24”×6”×4” [61×16×10cm]
VW-201-9 24”×9”×4” [61×23×10cm]
VW-201-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VW-201-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
VW-201-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]

VW-203-F1  
VersaWall 
Clear Straight Fence  24”×2” [61×5cm]

CLEAR FENCE OPTIONS:

TRAY OPTIONS:

SHELF OPTIONS:

VW-203-F2  
VersaWall 
Clear Curved Fence  24”×3” [61×8cm]

VW-203-F1  
VersaWall 
Clear Organic Fence  24”×3” [61×8cm]

VW-202  
VersaWall Shelf with PTM 
Available Sizes
VW-202-6 24”×6”×4” [61×16×10cm]
VW-202-9 24”×9”×4” [61×23×10cm]
VW-202-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VW-202-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
VW-202-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]

VW-77lS 
VersaWall
Straight Tray 

VW-87C-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]

Perforated
for efficient

air circulation
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VTRAY
Go Shelf Less with                                 Hanging Solutions
Showcase your produce in the best light by incorporating our wide selection of shelf management trays, 
spring load pull out shelves and flat steel bottom shelf.

Versa Features:
•	Fits	on	existing	case

•	Minimize	shelf	
exposure

•	Maximize	product	
presentation

•	Increase	Sales

•	High	profile	display	
merchandising

•	Easily	merchandised,	
reducing labor

•	Reduces	Shrink

•	Easy	to	Install

•	Easy	to	Clean

MFS  
Metal Flat Shelf with Price Molding 
Available Sizes
MFS-10  48”x10” [122×26cm]
MFS-12  48”x12” [122×31cm]
MFS-14  48”x14” [122×36cm]
MFS-16  48”x16” [122×41cm]
MFS-18  48”x18” [122×46cm]
MFS-20  48”x20” [122×51cm]

MFS-FENCE  
Clear Front Fence  48”×2” [122×5cm]

MWDB24  
24” Metal Bottom Shelf
Slotted to anchor VersaWall and control pitch
24”× Extend 24”-32” [61 × Extend 61-82cm]

BT-48  
VersaCrossbar is needed to install any VersaTrays
Available in 48”x1”[122x3cm] 

 is needed to install any VersaTrays
1”[122x3cm] MFS-FENCE 

Clear Front Fence  

VT-87C  
VersaTray 
Curved Tray
Available Sizes
VT-87C-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VT-87C-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
VT-87C-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]
VT-87C-18 24”×18”×4” [61×46×10cm]

MWDB24 

MFS 
Metal Flat Shelf with Price Molding

24”× Extend 24”-32” [61 × Extend 61-82cm]

VT-220  
VersaTray 
Curved Tray  
Available Sizes
VT-220-12 12”×12”×3” [31×31×8cm]
VT-220-14 12”×14”×3” [31×36×8cm]
VT-220-16 12”×16”×3” [31×41×8cm]

VT-77lS  
VersaTray 
Straight Tray 
Available Sizes
VT-77lS-12 24”×12”×4” [61×31×10cm]
VT-77lS-14 24”×14”×4” [61×36×10cm]
VT-77lS-16 24”×16”×4” [61×41×10cm]
VT-77lS-18 24”×18”×4” [61×46×10cm]
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VW301-WAVE
draw attention to your department with unique
                                design!

VW301-DIAMOND | VW301-trIANgulAr
outstanding unique design to showcase your produce

the VersaWave system creates an eye catching 
and plentiful appearance allowing the customer 
to experience fresh and abundant produce with 
minimal product on display.

the VersaDiamond is a creative way to showcase your produce. 
Combining the VersaTriangular design, this makes a display presentation 
that your customers will notice no matter what angle you are looking at. In 
addition, the VersaDiamond and VersaTriangular has dividers to diversify 
the numbers of produce you want to display. VersaDiamond can also be 
showcase as 4 square displays as shown below.

utstanding unique design to showcase your produce
 is a creative way to showcase your produce. 

 design, this makes a display presentation 
that your customers will notice no matter what angle you are looking at. In 

 has dividers to diversify 
VersaDiamond can also be 

WAVE DESIGN WITH DIVIDER
48”×6” [122×16cm]

• Great for color breaks 
• For use on any produce wall
• Strong ABS material
• Includes produce divider 
• Easy to assemble and clean

Shelf management

DIAMOND DESIGN
WITH DIVIDER
24”×24” [61×61cm]

TRIANGULAR DESIGN
WITH DIVIDER
24”×24” [61×61cm]

showcase as 4 square displays as shown below.
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roller track

5” wide frame MegaPusher is available in 
19” depth and expands from 5.3” to 12” 
widths with dividers. MegaFront Stops 
available in two sizes: 3½” and 6”. Universal 
MegaBar fits into virtually all cases. Stock 
color is black. Custom colors available.

BT-5
megaPusher

SlSI
multiple Spring Load Pull out Shelf 
for Packaged Produce displays
Insert pusher system that goes on top of a metal shelf.  
Shelf easily pulls out from case releasing the spring  
load system. Easy product stocking. Ensure proper product rotation. 
Includes fence, dividers and pushers. Available in 14”, 16” and 18” 
sizes. 6 or 8 wide fencing with 2” front fence.
Available Sizes
SlSI14
SlSI16 
SlSI18

RS4816
roller Shelf

Comes fully assembled and ready to install over  
existing shelves. Every product is visible, increasing  
impulse sales and enhancing the store appearance. Merchandise 
automatically gravity-feeds to the front when first item is removed. 
Dust and other debris can be simply removed with a damp cloth. 
Custom sizes available.

Includes fence, dividers and pushers. Available in 14”, 16” and 18” 
sizes. 6 or 8 wide fencing with 2” front fence.
Available Sizes

SI14
SI16
SI18

Dust and other debris can be simply removed with a damp cloth. 
Custom sizes available.

dividers

divider insertion slots

HWAll
Hydro Lettuce Wall
Showcase your lettuce with this impressive wall display. Tall wall 
riser with 30 slot space designed to keep your lettuce fresh. Metal 
frame on back of riser for strong support. Fits in existing cases.  

BT-48
Square Mega Bar




